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A"collaborative"poem"by"the"LCDC"Women:"
“These"Hands”

These%hands%are%mine
They%can’t%0ix%everything
But%they%have%loved%many%things

These%hands%have%worked%day%by%day
They%want%to%retire

These%hands%don’t%do%manual%labor
But%these%hands%draw

These%hands%have%written%a%lot
A%million%poems

These%hands%can%act%like%ach%other
They%have%picked%apples
and%braided%hair
They%have%planted%tulips
played%in%the%dirt
They%have%touched%soil%in%Rome
have%cooked%around%the%world

These%hands%want%to%see%the%world
These%hands%want%to%see%my%little%girl%

These%hands%can%speak%without%words
They%have%shaken%and

shown%anger%or
nerves
These%hands

are%strong
emotional
sensual

They%have%lines
are%sweaty
clammy
calloused%and%cracked

They%need%lotion

These%hands%are%larger%than%my%boobs
and%they%are%warm%but
they%are%often%cold

They%have%arthritis%
in%these%hands
I’ve%noticed%age

These%hands%have%loved
hated
hurt
healed
known%pain

These%hands%drain
emotionally%
spiritually%
mentally
physically

These%hands%killed%and%almost
killed%me

They%are%little
but%dangerous
They%have%slapped%many%faces
and%are%deadly
cold%as%a%diamond
These%hands%like%diamonds

These%hands%have%been%through%hell
These%hands%have%cleaned%dead%bodies

They%have%touched%weird%things
too%many%slimes

These%hands%have%been%burned
But%these%hands%have%been%thankful

These%hands%have%comforted
sadness
They%have%wiped%away%sweat
and%tears

These%hands%have%held%a%child
have%touched%boys’%hands
have%stroked%a%beard

These%hands%miss%being%held
These%hands%miss%Peter

These%hands%have%held%your%hands
They%hold%you%at%night

These%hands%are%mine
These%hands%look%like%yours
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“Using'Technology'to'Get'Closer”
by#Kristen#Mullen

While'I'was'looking'for'ways'to'incorporate'technology'into'my'lesson,'I'
opened'our'new'iPad'and'began'searching'the'Internet.'I'came'across'an'article'about'
fellow'Ohio'University'alumnus CK'Vijayakumar.'CK'recently'began'traveling'the'back'
roads'of'rural'Ohio'taking'photos'of'the'landscape'and'the'impoverished'families'living'
between'the'pine'trees'of'New'MarshIield.'On'the'iPad,'I'found'an'array'music'–''
bluegrass,'heavy'metal,'electronic,'and'folk'–'to'write'along'to'in'our'workshop'as'I'
showed'my'group'CK's'photographs.'I'tend'to'keep'a'guard'up'when'it'comes'to'
technology,'usually'preferring'the'“real'thing”'to'being'plugged'in.'Yet,'with'the'iPad'
Air's'2048X1536'resolution,'we'were'able'to'see'the'weathering'on'the'bricks,'the'dirt'
caked'in'the'knees'of'a'woman,'the'light'shining'off'the'Iish'hook'in'a'man's'hat.'
Instead'of'feeling'further'away'from'reality,'technology'allowed'our'writing'group'to'
get'closer'to'that'real'thing.'Truthfully,'these'photos'would'have'fallen'Ilat'had'I'made'
prints'and'passed'them'out'to'the'group.'Had'I'played'music'from'my'tiny'cellphone'
speakers'it'would'have'blended'into'the'background.'But'the'Ipad'allowed'us'to'gather'
and'experience'the'photos'and'music'together'as'a'community.'With'crisp'music'
playing'in'our'ears'and'our'chairs'nestled'closely'to'one'another,'we'examined'a'
graphic'display'of'poverty'and'pride.'

See#CK’s#photgraphs#here:#http://ckvkphotos.com/

  “Uniting Through Collaboration”
by Hannah Polland 

The CLC has been active for ten years now and in those ten years we have interacted 
with many members of the community. This semester, we held two workshops dedicated to 
working with a CSU Communications class studying civility. The idea of the two-part class 
was a culmination of planning by our own Tobi Jacobi and Cindy Griffin from the 
Communications Department. The driving force of these workshops was to spark a 
conversation between the students and the incarcerated. We established a very open and 
honest environment by delving into a particularly “human” workshop, creating collaborative 
“I am” and “We are” poems. 

In our first collaborative workshop, Cindy Griffin focused on the abstract nature of 
the words civility and incivility. The men and women responded to her words, and we read 
the “I am” collaborative poem that her students had created. The poem was read aloud and 
SpeakOut! facilitators were given the chance to respond to lines that struck or intrigued us. 
The men and women also contributed to this conversation, before creating their own 
collaborative “I am” poems. After this initial workshop, our participants were excited to hear 
how the students would respond to their pieces the following week. 

Our second workshop began with the introduction of two students from the Civility 
class, one for each workshop. The men then read the class’s responses to the two collaborative 
poems and discussed the type of feedback that they were given. The men enjoyed much of the 
feedback and discussed various ways to interpret different comments. The discussion was 
overwhelmingly positive. After, the guest Civility student shared their class’s “We Are” poem, 
and the man remarked at the unity they felt in sharing an a common exercise. That being 
said, the students’ “We Are” piece also highlighted the differences between the two groups, 
which seemed to prompt even more honesty in participants’ writing, which was evident in 
their own “We Are” poem. The men’s piece demonstrated the diverse ways in which civility 
and incivility can be interpreted, providing an even stronger sense of unity than did the “I 
am” poems.

All in all, the collaborative experience seemed to be very enlightening for our 
participants, giving them an opportunity to know their audience yet still declare their 
honesty. Look for all of the “I Am” and “We Are” pieces to be featured prominently in our 
upcoming journal!  

“The%photograph%is%
literally%an%emanation%of%
the%referent.%From%a%real%
body,%which%was%there,%
proceed%radiations%which%
ultimately%touch%me,%who%
am%here;%the%duration%of%
the%transmission%is%
insigni<icant;%the%
photograph%of%the%missing%
being…will%touch%me%like%
the%delayed%rays%of%a%star.”%%
—%Roland'Barthes'

“Alone%we%can%do%so%little;%
together%we%can%do%so%
much.”'—'Helen'Keller
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Volunteer Spotlight: Cara Ramsay 

Q:#Tell$us$about$yourself!$What$brought$you$to$Fort$Collins?$

A:#I$was$feeling$very$frustrated$in$my$14th$year$of$high$school$teaching$over$the$shift$towards$rhetoric$in$the$
standards$and$curriculum.$Frustrated$because$I$had$majored$in$literature$and$my$knowledge$of$rhetoric$was$selfB
taught.$I$had$this$yearning$to$return$to$school$for$a$comprehensive$education$in$rhetoric$and$composition.$CSU’s$
program$is$one$of$the$most$highly$rated$in$the$nation,$the$faculty$are$undeniably$amazing,$and,$let's$face$it,$who$
wouldn't$want$to$live$in$Fort$Collins?$The$weather$has$been$an$adjustment,$though.

Q:#How$did$you$hear$about$the$SpeakOut!$program?$What$made$you$want$to$volunteer?

A:#I$heard$about$the$program$from$a$talk$that$Dr.$Jacobi$gave$about$SpeakOut!$and$was$intrigued$by$the$idea$of$
writing$in$these$kinds$of$spaces.$I$chose$to$write$with$the$young$adults$at$the$Matthews$and$Remington$Houses$
because$I$really$enjoy$working$with$teenagers$and$frankly$missed$that$interaction;$they$are$insightful,$funny,$
invigorating,$and$wonderful$writers.$It's$a$privilege$to$be$let$into$their$lives$and$their$words.

Q:#You$are$one$of$three$workshop$facilitators$at$a$site,$Matthews/Remington$House,$that$is$a$new$addition$this$
year.$What$has$that$experience$been$like$for$you?$How$would$you$describe$the$personality$of$your$group?$

A:#The$experience$has$been$extraordinary.$Those$two$hours$on$Tuesday$nights$restore$me$for$the$rest$of$the$
week.$I'm$reminded$weekly$of$the$power$of$youth$to$overcome$obstacles,$to$think$critically,$and$write$poetically$
about$their$lives.$The$group$we$work$with$is$super$supportive$of$each$other,$so$insightful$and$wise$beyond$their$
years.$Every$week's$lessons$produce$writing$that$touches$us,$amuses$us,$and$reminds$us$that$young$people$have$
wisdom$to$offer$adults.

Q:#What$have$you$found$to$be$the$most$rewarding$part$of$being$a$workshop$facilitator?$Most$challenging?

A:#The$most$rewarding$part$has$been$the$trust$that$our$group$has$extended$to$us.$I$can't$imagine$how$
uncomfortable$it$must$have$been$for$them$to$initially$share$their$writing$and$their$thoughts$with$these$three$
college$students.$They$were$hesitant$at$Uirst$B$understandably$B$but$now$they$share$freely$and$enthusiastically.$
The$most$challenging$part$is$hearing$about$all$their$struggles$and$hurts$and$knowing$that$I$can't$erase$those$
hurts$or$make$their$struggles$disappear.$They$are$so$young$and$are$dealing$with$realities$that$I've$never$
experienced.$

Q:#How$do$you$decompress$after$workshop?$

A:#Good$question$B$Meg,$Emily,$and$I$will$chat$a$bit$after$and$that$helps,$but$I$usually$spend$several$hours$after$
thinking$about$the$session,$the$writers,$and$their$writing$until$I$fall$asleep.$It's$more$a$matter$of$unwinding$than$
decompressing.

Q:#If$you$could$have$one$super$power,$what$would$it$be?$

A:#Hmm$B$only$one?$That's$a$tough$call.$If$you'd$asked$me$last$week,$I'd$say$the$power$to$produce$a$20$page$paper$
out$of$thin$air$from$my$thoughts.$That's$pretty$selfBserving,$though.$If$I$was$granted$a$super$power,$it$should$be$
one$that$serves$mankind$so$I'd$have$to$say$the$power$to$make$people$feel$loved$and$accepted.$I$think$that$this$is$a$
basic$need$that$enables$children$to$feel$conUident$and$empowered$to$actualize$their$goals.$Without$this$selfB
worth,$they$can$be$selfBdestructive$and$prone$to$depression.$Unfortunately,$many$of$the$SpeakOut$writers$in$our$
group$do$not$have$family$environments$that$nurture$their$feelings$of$selfBworth.$When$they$talk$about$this,$I'd$
love$to$have$a$magic$wand$that$I$could$wave$over$their$heads$that$makes$them$feel$loved$and$accepted.

Cara$Ramsay!taught!high!school!English!for!14!years!and!is!currently!on!a!2!year!sabbatical!earning!a!Master’s!
degree!in!Rhetoric!and!Composition.!She!is!from!Southern!California.!
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Writing-based Self-care Strategies: Caring for yourself After Workshop by Lara Roberts 

I"have"been"working"on"updating"the"volunteer"handbook"to"include"concepts"of"self7care"for"taking"care"
of"ourselves"after"our"interactions"in"the"SpeakOut"workshops."We"all"know"we"deal"with"intense"topics"
in"our"writing"workshops"(and"we"invite"them!),"but"we"might"not"consider"often"enough"how"much"of"a"
toll"these"stories"and"interactions"take"on"our"personal"well7being."One"of"the"deAinitions"of""secondary"
trauma""is"simply"having"your"worldview"shifted"from"bearing"witness"to"a"story"of"another"person's"
trauma."I"know"I"have"had"my"worldview"shifted"since"working"with"the"women"at"the"Larimer"County"
jail,"and"much"of"that"has"been"built"around"the"guilt"of"privilege."Negative"emotions"like"guilt"are"rarely"
helpful,"and,"ideally,"we"would"love"to"create"a"community"time/space"to"meet"&"dissipate"the"lonely"
intensity"that"might"come"from"these"workshops.

But"we"recognize"that"time"is"a"precious"commodity"(thank"you"all"for"participating"in"these"workshops"
despite"all"the"other"things"in"your"life),"so"self7care"becomes"all"the"more"important."
If"you"can't"talk"to"someone"else,"talk"to"yourself."

Here"are"some"simple"writing"exercises"that"I"hope"might"help"to"understand"your"experiences"in"these"
workshops."(Or"perhaps"they"might"help"you"get"out"of"your"head"and"onto"the"paper"as"Ainals"rapidly"
[too"rapidly!]"approach)."You"could"do"them"all"in"30"minutes"in"one"day,"or"split"them"over"4"consecutive"
days."But"try"to"do"them"this"week."Really."It"will"be"good"for"you."I"promise.

1."Set"a"timer"and"brain"dump"for"Aive"minutes."Start"with"this:""Right"now"I"feel...""Remember"the"keys"of"
free7writing."Do"not"edit,"do"not"stop"writing."If"you"get"stuck,"simply"re7write"the"last"one"or"two"words"
you"wrote"or"start"again"at"the"beginning.

2."Make"a"list"of"100"things"you"remember"about"the"workshops"so"far."Push"yourself"to"get"to"100"in"
order"to"ensure"that"you"have"emptied"your"brain"of"other"people's"stories"(good"or"bad)"that"you"could"
be"utilizing"for"your"own"mental"energy.

3."Write"a"letter"to"one"of"the"other"writers"in"the"workshop."Maybe"this"is"someone"who"left"suddenly,"or"
who"you"wish"you"understood,"or"who"you"feel"doesn't"understand"you."Write"honestly,"knowing"that"
you"won't"send"this"letter"and"no"one"will"ever"read"it.

4."Read"through"the"three"pieces"you"have"completed."Start"another"timer"for"Aive"minutes,"and"start"
writing"from"this"sentence""Looking"back"on"what"I"have"written,"I"notice"that..."

Keep"smiling,
Lara

ANNOUNCEMENTS:+

PUBLIC+READING+AND+JOURNAL+LAUNCH+5+Monday,(May(11,(6:30pm(at(The(Wild(Boar(
LCDC+READING+5+Wednesday,(May(13,(6:30pm(at(LCDC(
END5OF5THE5YEAR+BBQ+5+ Thursday, May 14 at 6:30pm at Tobi’s House (3915 Lynda Lane, 
FC, 80526)


